
2U September 1970

Rolland Bushner 
Director of Committees 
58 E. 68th St.
Mew York City 10021

Dear Bush,

Just put Dr. Belousov on a bus to Des Moines after taking a spin 
around Omaha and having him meet with a few faculty members and 
students from the two Universities. There were a few tense moments 
when I was fending off the representatives of some local news media 
which Dr. Belousov preferred (understandably) not to meet.

Attendance Wednesday evening was 2h members, k guests, and speaker. 
Three of these were new members.

The speaker reviewed Soviet-American cooperation of the last decade, 
noted the contrasting social-philosophical structures of the two 
countries, and offered explanations of continuing international 
points of friction between the countries. Perhaps my view is biased, 
but I would say the Committee members were more impressed by the 
speaker's physical presence— the event of a "Russian in our midst”—  
than informed by his formal remarks. Absence of written text was good.

In the discussion period, however, Dr. Belousov performed very,very 
well. He had no difficulty understanding questions, either in wording 
or Import; he sometimes was a step ahead of the questioner, anticipating 
accurately the follcwup question. Sample exchanges: Q. Why is the 
Soviet Union involving itself in the Middleast? A. We wish to be 
counted on as a superpower; a superpower has interests anywhere in the 
world. The USSR for many years was envious of the military presence 
of the U.S. everywhere in the world. (There followed a jovial exchange 
of remarks about avoiding U.S. errors.) Q. What has been the Soviet 
reaction about skyjacking, especially its attitude toward the use of 
the U.N. to deal with the problem. A. There is no way to enforce 
Security Council and General Assembly actions directly upon "irregulars" 
vtch as the Arab refugee organisations. But we might agree to certain 
rules if all highjackers could be treated alike; if the U.S. could 
consider the Polish highjacker a criminal rather than a "freedom fighter 
Q. Are Marx's predictions coming true; is Communism surrounding the U.S 
via Cuba, Chile, etc.? A. (He first observed that Marx predicted no 
such thing.) The Soviet Union believes its way of thought will prevail. 
Q. Why don't more Russians travel in the U.S. the way we do in USSR?
A. Costs too much. Q. Are you afraid of the U.S.? A. It depends
on how the U.S. behaves. Fore example, how do you think the U.S. should 
react to events in Chile? Should you intervene in some way to assure 
that the Communist doesn't win? If so, I am uncomfortable.


